A Fact Sheet for Referrers
History and overview:
The Big Buddy mentoring programme is a Charitable Trust and has been operating since 1997. Registered with the
Charities Commission (CC22447) and a CYF’s approved service provider, Big Buddy is based on the simple philosophy
that boys need good male role models in their lives, supporting them to become well rounded men. Big Buddy believes
boys learn through modelling and while there are many exceptions, in general terms, a boy without a male role model to
assist his development can be inherently at risk.
Big Buddy recruits men from the community (through various means of advertising), screens them to ensure they are
men of good character and suitable to meet the needs of the programme, and matches them for at least 12 months as
mentors to boys who don’t have their natural father or another significant positive male in their life.

The Programme:
The Big Buddy mentor commits to spend 2-3 hours a week with a boy or adolescent (Little Buddy, aged 7-14) for at least
a year, and our vision is that this will grow to a life-long relationship. The Big Buddy will pick up/drop off the boy, taking
him out for an activity (of low or no cost), typically kicking a ball round a park, fishing, walking on the beach, fixing a car,
making something, going to the museum or simply hanging out together. The content of the outings is not important just showing up regularly and being there is the most important gift a Big Buddy gives. A regular weekly phone call adds
continuity to the relationship.
The idea is simple yet profound in its reach. It involves a good man showing up every week into a boy’s life, assuring him
another man cares for him and giving him a model of what it means to be a good man.

Criteria for boys:
Typically, boys who are matched to Big Buddies come from a background where the caregiver fully endorses and
supports the idea of a relationship being developed between a male from outside the family over a period of time. This
comes with the guidance/resources of the organisation, however the relationship is mainly driven by the
mother/caregiver and the Big Buddy mentor.
Criteria for boys becoming Little Buddies include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

7-14 years old
Little or no contact with natural father or other significant males in his life (see notes below)
Boy is interested/motivated to have a Big Buddy
Caregiver is in full support of a Big Buddy relationship
Boy has no significant mental/emotional/physical health issues
An understanding there will be a waiting period to find a mentor once the boy is accepted onto the programme

Generally boys involved with Big Buddy have no father present or haven’t had contact with their father for a significant
period. However sometimes a boy may see his father once or twice a year, i.e. father lives overseas or out of town. In
cases where a boy does have some contact with his natural father, Big Buddy will request to make contact with the father
to establish the extent of the current contact and projected contact into the future. Unless the father has strong
opposition to his son having a mentor, Big Buddy may go ahead with the application. If the boy’s father has a protection
order against him for contact with a boy and/or other family members, Big Buddy may not proceed with an application. If
the father is in prison with convictions of violence, drug/alcohol or gang related crime, Big Buddy will not proceed.
**If you have any questions/concerns regarding a client/student you have in mind for the programme and wondering if
he meets our criteria, please do not hesitate to make contact with a Mentoring Manager to discuss this further**

Client referral process and matching a boy
Once a referral has been discussed and we’ve established the boy meets our criteria requirements we will ask you to get
the caregiver to make contact with us directly. We will continue the conversation with them and possibly send out an
application. Once we receive an application back we will contact the boy’s father by phone (if applicable). If we can
proceed from here, we will conduct a home interview with the caregiver and boy and establish that the boy wants a
mentor and is ‘matchable’. The boy will then go on a waiting list and when a suitable mentor is found we will have a
discussion with the mother/caregiver about him to establish compatibility. Then a match meeting with the potential Big
Buddy mentor and the Mentoring Manager will happen at the boy’s home. If all goes well, a match is established and the
‘Little Buddy’ and ‘Big Buddy’ will begin meeting regularly.
All matches start with a 3 month trial, with regular phone contact by the Mentoring Manager to both the caregiver and
mentor to make sure things are going well. After 12 months of regular meeting, all parties are contacted and in most
cases the relationship continues on as normal.

Mentor Screening
Big Buddy has continued to develop a leading edge approach to recruiting men and has built a rigorous screening
process that all volunteers go through before they are accepted as mentors.
This involves an 8-10 week assessment of each applicant.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Orientation phone call or face to face meeting
Consent to contact 4 character referees including a female blood relative (not mother or daughter), an
Employer (Known at least 2 years), a friend (Known at least 5 years) and a spouse/partner (if applicable)
Full Police check (Exception to Clean Slate Act)
Consent to send questionnaire to Doctor/GP
Home interview (Up to 2 hours)
Induction/Training evening
Psychological assessment (Conducted by an independent psychotherapist outside the organisation)

The application will then go through an appraisal process conducted by the Mentoring Manager and another manager
(so it is not a personal decision by one person) to determine accepting/declining an application.

Real Big Buddy Stories:
To get a flavour of actual matches and success stories in our communities, go to our Big Buddy Facebook Page or
website www.bigbuddy.org.nz and read through some touching and fun stories, the real impact our Big Buddies are
having on our boys.

Contacts:
Auckland Office
Martin Hosking
Central Auckland Mentoring Manager
P 09 828 1358 or 027 207 8662
E martin@bigbuddy.org.nz
Nic Heywood
South/East Auckland Mentoring Manager P 09 828 1358 or 021 593 515
E nic@bigbuddy.org.nz
Warren Yee
North/West Auckland Mentoring Manager
P 09 828 1358 or 021 587 981
E warren@bigbuddy.org.nz

Wellington Office
Dave Burcher
Wellington Mentoring Manager
P 04 384 4888 or 027 573 4888
E dave@bigbuddy.org.nz
Tauranga |Hamilton Office
Matt Anderson-Smith
Tauranga | Hamilton Mentoring Manager
P 07 847 0447 or 021 961 544
E matt@bigbuddy.org.nz

